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Materials 

Cords 

•	 Macramé Plant Hanger Gauge 
(Art. No 8630) 

•	 Macramé Cording 
•	 Scissors 
•	 Wonder Clips  

Cords for the Core:  
•	 120” (3m): 4
•	 180” (4.6m): 4 

Tightening Cords:
•	  67” (1.7m): 1 
•	  40” (1 m): 2 

Instructions 
Step 1: Make Cord bundles for the core. 
Gather the 120 in. (3 m) and 180 in. (4.6 
m) cords in the center. 180 in. (4.6 m) cords 
should extend 31 in. (80 cm) longer on both 
sides. 

Step 2: Using the 67 in. (1.7 m) tightening 
cords, make a 4 in. (10 cm) Wrapped Knot 
around the cords of the core in the center.  

Step 3:  Make a ring with this Wrapped 
Knot, and under the ring, make a 2 in. (5 
cm) Wrapped Knot using a 40 in. (1 m) 
tightening cord.
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5 in. 
(approx. 
13 cm) 

� Macrame Plant Hanger 
Gauge 
Using a gauge, knots can be spaced 
evenly resulting in a beautiful finish. 

: With 1 in. (approx. 2.5 cm) graduations, [ 
[ the gauge can be used to measure from : 
[ 1 to 10 in. (approx. from 2.5 to 25 cm). [ 

�Clip 
Used to fix the gauge with 
the cords. 

How to use the gauge Example: 1n case of a 2 in (5 cm) space 

1. As shown in the illustration, place the filler cords 
in front of the gauge and the working cords 
behind it. 

%
Gauge 

'- �'"" 00,00 

O 
11n 

� 
Working cords 

2 in.I (5 cm) 

2. Fix the cords and the gauge with the clip and 
start making knots from the gauge bottom. 

3. After 2 or 3 knots, remove the gauge and the 
clip. 

Start knotting for a plant hanger How to make Macrame basic knots · 1n the ,11ustrat,on, the cords have d,fterent colors to make the exp1anat,on clearer 

See "Wrapped Knot" in the instructions. 

D To create a ring with a
Wrapped Knot. 

Cords 
�I Length of 

Center -

r�·� !Wrapped 
Knot 

Center - - -

1. After measuring a half-ring length on both 
sides from the center of the cords, make a 
Wrapped Knot. 

2. Under the Wrapped Knot ring created in step 
1, make another Wrapped Knot. 

fJ If using a ring. 

1. Pass the cords 
through an O-Ring. 

2. Make a Wrapped 
Knot just below the 
O-Ring. 

• Wrapped Knot • Larks Head Knot

Filler crj �!@ 

��

• 11 you reverse the illustration below, 
you' II be able to make a Reverse 
Larks Head Knot. 

® 
1. As shown in the illustration, 

on top of the filler cords bundle, 
place the working cord (A) used 
to make the Wrapped Knot and 
wrap it clockwise around the 
filler cords. 

2. When the wrapping is 
finished, pass the end 
of the working cord 
through the loop. 

3. Pull slowly the working cord 
that's on the top so the loop goes 
inside the wrapped working cord. 
Cut the remaining working cord. 

1. Wrap (A) around the 
filler cord and tighten 
it securely. 

2. Below the knot created 
in step 1, wrap (A). 

3. Tighten the knot 
securely. 

esquare Knot 
Filler cords 

lt 
1. Place cord (A) on top of the filler cord 

and pass it under cord (8). 
Then, pass cord (B) under the filler cord 
and pull both ends to tighten it securely. 

• 11 you reverse the illustration below, you' II be able to make 
a Reverse Square Knot. 

2. Place cord (A) on top of the filler cord 
and pass it under cord (8). 
Then, pass cord (B) under the filler cord 
and pull both ends to tighten it securely. 

• Spiral Knot

1. If you repeat step 1 of the 
Square Knot, you' II be able 
to make a Spiral Knot. 

• Alternating Square Knots

1. Prepare bundles of 4 cords. 2. Make a row of Square Knots with each 
working cord. Then, make Square Knots 
using the filler cords from the first row. 
(Keep alternating the working cords and 
the filler cords each row.) 

Second 
row 

1 
3. The Square Knots of the second row are 

finished. The knots on the first and second 
row are not aligned vertically. Then, make 
Square Knots using the filler cords from 
the previous row. 

• 11 you reverse the illustration below, 
the direction of the spiral will be the opposite. 

2. Knots are twisted from top 
to bottom and from left to right. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3. 

Making the Plant Hanger 
Size of the finished project: approx. 50 in. (1.25 m) long 

You'll Need: 
eApprox. 3/16 in. (approx. 5 mm) thick cords 

· Cords for the core 120 in. (3 m): 4, 180 in. (4.6 m): 4 
· Tightening cords 67 in. (1.7 m): 1, 40 in. (1 m): 2 

·To create plant hangers, use strong and durable cords. 

eMacrame Plant Hanger Gauge eClip eRuler eScissors 

f4 
§ ®
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Bring 2 cords 'fm 
fro_m the MM @ �\ w--rMi-1 

® 

l 

How to make cord 
bundles for the core 

Gather the 120 in. (3 m) and 180 in. 
(4.6 m) cords in the center. 
180 in. (4.6 m) cords should extend 
31 in. (80 cm) longer on both sides. 

60 in. 
(1.5m) 

( In order to make knots in @and®·) some cords for the core are longer. 

Center 

l 31 in. 
(80cm) 

G) Using the 67 in. (1.7 m) tightening cords, make a 4 in. (10 cm) 
Wrapped Knot around the cords of the core in the center. 

@ Make a ring with this Wrapped Knot, and under the ring, make 
a 2 in. (5 cm) Wrapped Knot using a 40 in. (1 m) tightening cord. 
(For (D and @, see D of "Start knotting for a plant hanger" in 
the instructions.) 

@ Make 4 bundles of 4 cords (with 2 short and 2 long) each. 
Using the gauge, leave a 4 in. (1 0 cm) space on each bundle of 
cords. Then, make 1 0 Square Knots using the 2 short cords as 
filler cords. 
(See "Square Knots" in the instructions.) 

@) Leave a space of 1 in. (2.5 cm), then make 3 Square Knots. 
Then, for® and@, repeat what you did in©. 

(z) To make Alternating Square Knots, divide the cords in 4 (making 
bundles of 4). Use the gauge to leave a 5 in. (13 cm) space and 
make 2 Square Knots. 
(See "Alternating Square Knots" in the instructions.) 

Throughout, make sure it creates 
a tube-shaped net, as in illustration 
(b) on the right. 

@ To make Alternating Square Knots, divide 
the cords in 4 (making bundles of 4). 
Use the gauge to leave a 4 in. (10 cm) space 
and make 2 Square Knots. 

Throughout, make sure it creates 
a tube-shaped net, as in illustration 
(b) on the right. 

® With a 40 in. (1 m) tightening cord, make a 2 in. (5 cm) Wrapped 
Knot 3 in. (7.6 cm) below the knot you made in@. 
Cut the remaining cords to the desired length. 
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behind it. 
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2. Fix the cords and the gauge with the clip and 
start making knots from the gauge bottom. 

3. After 2 or 3 knots, remove the gauge and the 
clip. 

Start knotting for a plant hanger How to make Macrame basic knots · 1n the ,11ustrat,on, the cords have d,fterent colors to make the exp1anat,on clearer 

See "Wrapped Knot" in the instructions. 

D To create a ring with a
Wrapped Knot. 

Cords 
�I Length of 

Center -

r�·� !Wrapped 
Knot 

Center - - -

1. After measuring a half-ring length on both 
sides from the center of the cords, make a 
Wrapped Knot. 

2. Under the Wrapped Knot ring created in step 
1, make another Wrapped Knot. 

fJ If using a ring. 

1. Pass the cords 
through an O-Ring. 

2. Make a Wrapped 
Knot just below the 
O-Ring. 

• Wrapped Knot • Larks Head Knot

Filler crj �!@ 
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• 11 you reverse the illustration below, 
you' II be able to make a Reverse 
Larks Head Knot. 

® 
1. As shown in the illustration, 

on top of the filler cords bundle, 
place the working cord (A) used 
to make the Wrapped Knot and 
wrap it clockwise around the 
filler cords. 

2. When the wrapping is 
finished, pass the end 
of the working cord 
through the loop. 

3. Pull slowly the working cord 
that's on the top so the loop goes 
inside the wrapped working cord. 
Cut the remaining working cord. 

1. Wrap (A) around the 
filler cord and tighten 
it securely. 

2. Below the knot created 
in step 1, wrap (A). 

3. Tighten the knot 
securely. 

esquare Knot 
Filler cords 

lt 
1. Place cord (A) on top of the filler cord 

and pass it under cord (8). 
Then, pass cord (B) under the filler cord 
and pull both ends to tighten it securely. 

• 11 you reverse the illustration below, you' II be able to make 
a Reverse Square Knot. 

2. Place cord (A) on top of the filler cord 
and pass it under cord (8). 
Then, pass cord (B) under the filler cord 
and pull both ends to tighten it securely. 

• Spiral Knot

1. If you repeat step 1 of the 
Square Knot, you' II be able 
to make a Spiral Knot. 

• Alternating Square Knots

1. Prepare bundles of 4 cords. 2. Make a row of Square Knots with each 
working cord. Then, make Square Knots 
using the filler cords from the first row. 
(Keep alternating the working cords and 
the filler cords each row.) 

Second 
row 

1 
3. The Square Knots of the second row are 

finished. The knots on the first and second 
row are not aligned vertically. Then, make 
Square Knots using the filler cords from 
the previous row. 

• 11 you reverse the illustration below, 
the direction of the spiral will be the opposite. 

2. Knots are twisted from top 
to bottom and from left to right. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3. 

Making the Plant Hanger 
Size of the finished project: approx. 50 in. (1.25 m) long 

You'll Need: 
eApprox. 3/16 in. (approx. 5 mm) thick cords 

· Cords for the core 120 in. (3 m): 4, 180 in. (4.6 m): 4 
· Tightening cords 67 in. (1.7 m): 1, 40 in. (1 m): 2 

·To create plant hangers, use strong and durable cords. 
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How to make cord 
bundles for the core 

Gather the 120 in. (3 m) and 180 in. 
(4.6 m) cords in the center. 
180 in. (4.6 m) cords should extend 
31 in. (80 cm) longer on both sides. 

60 in. 
(1.5m) 

( In order to make knots in @and®·) some cords for the core are longer. 

Center 

l 31 in. 
(80cm) 

G) Using the 67 in. (1.7 m) tightening cords, make a 4 in. (10 cm) 
Wrapped Knot around the cords of the core in the center. 

@ Make a ring with this Wrapped Knot, and under the ring, make 
a 2 in. (5 cm) Wrapped Knot using a 40 in. (1 m) tightening cord. 
(For (D and @, see D of "Start knotting for a plant hanger" in 
the instructions.) 

@ Make 4 bundles of 4 cords (with 2 short and 2 long) each. 
Using the gauge, leave a 4 in. (1 0 cm) space on each bundle of 
cords. Then, make 1 0 Square Knots using the 2 short cords as 
filler cords. 
(See "Square Knots" in the instructions.) 

@) Leave a space of 1 in. (2.5 cm), then make 3 Square Knots. 
Then, for® and@, repeat what you did in©. 

(z) To make Alternating Square Knots, divide the cords in 4 (making 
bundles of 4). Use the gauge to leave a 5 in. (13 cm) space and 
make 2 Square Knots. 
(See "Alternating Square Knots" in the instructions.) 

Throughout, make sure it creates 
a tube-shaped net, as in illustration 
(b) on the right. 

@ To make Alternating Square Knots, divide 
the cords in 4 (making bundles of 4). 
Use the gauge to leave a 4 in. (10 cm) space 
and make 2 Square Knots. 

Throughout, make sure it creates 
a tube-shaped net, as in illustration 
(b) on the right. 

® With a 40 in. (1 m) tightening cord, make a 2 in. (5 cm) Wrapped 
Knot 3 in. (7.6 cm) below the knot you made in@. 
Cut the remaining cords to the desired length. 
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1. After measuring a half-ring length on both 
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2. Under the Wrapped Knot ring created in step 
1, make another Wrapped Knot. 
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1. Pass the cords 
through an O-Ring. 

2. Make a Wrapped 
Knot just below the 
O-Ring. 
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1. As shown in the illustration, 

on top of the filler cords bundle, 
place the working cord (A) used 
to make the Wrapped Knot and 
wrap it clockwise around the 
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2. When the wrapping is 
finished, pass the end 
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finished. The knots on the first and second 
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• 11 you reverse the illustration below, 
the direction of the spiral will be the opposite. 
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How to make cord 
bundles for the core 

Gather the 120 in. (3 m) and 180 in. 
(4.6 m) cords in the center. 
180 in. (4.6 m) cords should extend 
31 in. (80 cm) longer on both sides. 

60 in. 
(1.5m) 

( In order to make knots in @and®·) some cords for the core are longer. 
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G) Using the 67 in. (1.7 m) tightening cords, make a 4 in. (10 cm) 
Wrapped Knot around the cords of the core in the center. 

@ Make a ring with this Wrapped Knot, and under the ring, make 
a 2 in. (5 cm) Wrapped Knot using a 40 in. (1 m) tightening cord. 
(For (D and @, see D of "Start knotting for a plant hanger" in 
the instructions.) 

@ Make 4 bundles of 4 cords (with 2 short and 2 long) each. 
Using the gauge, leave a 4 in. (1 0 cm) space on each bundle of 
cords. Then, make 1 0 Square Knots using the 2 short cords as 
filler cords. 
(See "Square Knots" in the instructions.) 

@) Leave a space of 1 in. (2.5 cm), then make 3 Square Knots. 
Then, for® and@, repeat what you did in©. 

(z) To make Alternating Square Knots, divide the cords in 4 (making 
bundles of 4). Use the gauge to leave a 5 in. (13 cm) space and 
make 2 Square Knots. 
(See "Alternating Square Knots" in the instructions.) 

Throughout, make sure it creates 
a tube-shaped net, as in illustration 
(b) on the right. 

@ To make Alternating Square Knots, divide 
the cords in 4 (making bundles of 4). 
Use the gauge to leave a 4 in. (10 cm) space 
and make 2 Square Knots. 

Throughout, make sure it creates 
a tube-shaped net, as in illustration 
(b) on the right. 

® With a 40 in. (1 m) tightening cord, make a 2 in. (5 cm) Wrapped 
Knot 3 in. (7.6 cm) below the knot you made in@. 
Cut the remaining cords to the desired length. 
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G) Using the 67 in. (1.7 m) tightening cords, make a 4 in. (10 cm) 
Wrapped Knot around the cords of the core in the center. 

@ Make a ring with this Wrapped Knot, and under the ring, make 
a 2 in. (5 cm) Wrapped Knot using a 40 in. (1 m) tightening cord. 
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filler cords. 
(See "Square Knots" in the instructions.) 

@) Leave a space of 1 in. (2.5 cm), then make 3 Square Knots. 
Then, for® and@, repeat what you did in©. 

(z) To make Alternating Square Knots, divide the cords in 4 (making 
bundles of 4). Use the gauge to leave a 5 in. (13 cm) space and 
make 2 Square Knots. 
(See "Alternating Square Knots" in the instructions.) 

Throughout, make sure it creates 
a tube-shaped net, as in illustration 
(b) on the right. 

@ To make Alternating Square Knots, divide 
the cords in 4 (making bundles of 4). 
Use the gauge to leave a 4 in. (10 cm) space 
and make 2 Square Knots. 

Throughout, make sure it creates 
a tube-shaped net, as in illustration 
(b) on the right. 

® With a 40 in. (1 m) tightening cord, make a 2 in. (5 cm) Wrapped 
Knot 3 in. (7.6 cm) below the knot you made in@. 
Cut the remaining cords to the desired length. 
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0 

5 in. 
(approx. 
13 cm) 

� Macrame Plant Hanger 
Gauge 
Using a gauge, knots can be spaced 
evenly resulting in a beautiful finish. 

: With 1 in. (approx. 2.5 cm) graduations, [ 
[ the gauge can be used to measure from : 
[ 1 to 10 in. (approx. from 2.5 to 25 cm). [ 

�Clip 
Used to fix the gauge with 
the cords. 

How to use the gauge Example: 1n case of a 2 in (5 cm) space 

1. As shown in the illustration, place the filler cords 
in front of the gauge and the working cords 
behind it. 

%
Gauge 

'- �'"" 00,00 

O 
11n 

� 
Working cords 

2 in.I (5 cm) 

2. Fix the cords and the gauge with the clip and 
start making knots from the gauge bottom. 

3. After 2 or 3 knots, remove the gauge and the 
clip. 

Start knotting for a plant hanger How to make Macrame basic knots · 1n the ,11ustrat,on, the cords have d,fterent colors to make the exp1anat,on clearer 

See "Wrapped Knot" in the instructions. 

D To create a ring with a
Wrapped Knot. 

Cords 
�I Length of 

Center -

r�·� !Wrapped 
Knot 

Center - - -

1. After measuring a half-ring length on both 
sides from the center of the cords, make a 
Wrapped Knot. 

2. Under the Wrapped Knot ring created in step 
1, make another Wrapped Knot. 

fJ If using a ring. 

1. Pass the cords 
through an O-Ring. 

2. Make a Wrapped 
Knot just below the 
O-Ring. 

• Wrapped Knot • Larks Head Knot

Filler crj �!@ 

��

• 11 you reverse the illustration below, 
you' II be able to make a Reverse 
Larks Head Knot. 

® 
1. As shown in the illustration, 

on top of the filler cords bundle, 
place the working cord (A) used 
to make the Wrapped Knot and 
wrap it clockwise around the 
filler cords. 

2. When the wrapping is 
finished, pass the end 
of the working cord 
through the loop. 

3. Pull slowly the working cord 
that's on the top so the loop goes 
inside the wrapped working cord. 
Cut the remaining working cord. 

1. Wrap (A) around the 
filler cord and tighten 
it securely. 

2. Below the knot created 
in step 1, wrap (A). 

3. Tighten the knot 
securely. 

esquare Knot 
Filler cords 

lt 
1. Place cord (A) on top of the filler cord 

and pass it under cord (8). 
Then, pass cord (B) under the filler cord 
and pull both ends to tighten it securely. 

• 11 you reverse the illustration below, you' II be able to make 
a Reverse Square Knot. 

2. Place cord (A) on top of the filler cord 
and pass it under cord (8). 
Then, pass cord (B) under the filler cord 
and pull both ends to tighten it securely. 

• Spiral Knot

1. If you repeat step 1 of the 
Square Knot, you' II be able 
to make a Spiral Knot. 

• Alternating Square Knots

1. Prepare bundles of 4 cords. 2. Make a row of Square Knots with each 
working cord. Then, make Square Knots 
using the filler cords from the first row. 
(Keep alternating the working cords and 
the filler cords each row.) 

Second 
row 

1 
3. The Square Knots of the second row are 

finished. The knots on the first and second 
row are not aligned vertically. Then, make 
Square Knots using the filler cords from 
the previous row. 

• 11 you reverse the illustration below, 
the direction of the spiral will be the opposite. 

2. Knots are twisted from top 
to bottom and from left to right. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3. 

Making the Plant Hanger 
Size of the finished project: approx. 50 in. (1.25 m) long 

You'll Need: 
eApprox. 3/16 in. (approx. 5 mm) thick cords 

· Cords for the core 120 in. (3 m): 4, 180 in. (4.6 m): 4 
· Tightening cords 67 in. (1.7 m): 1, 40 in. (1 m): 2 

·To create plant hangers, use strong and durable cords. 

eMacrame Plant Hanger Gauge eClip eRuler eScissors 

f4 
§ ®
i_J_ w @w ® 

Bring 2 cords 'fm 
fro_m the MM @ �\ w--rMi-1 

® 

l 

How to make cord 
bundles for the core 

Gather the 120 in. (3 m) and 180 in. 
(4.6 m) cords in the center. 
180 in. (4.6 m) cords should extend 
31 in. (80 cm) longer on both sides. 

60 in. 
(1.5m) 

( In order to make knots in @and®·) some cords for the core are longer. 

Center 

l 31 in. 
(80cm) 

G) Using the 67 in. (1.7 m) tightening cords, make a 4 in. (10 cm) 
Wrapped Knot around the cords of the core in the center. 

@ Make a ring with this Wrapped Knot, and under the ring, make 
a 2 in. (5 cm) Wrapped Knot using a 40 in. (1 m) tightening cord. 
(For (D and @, see D of "Start knotting for a plant hanger" in 
the instructions.) 

@ Make 4 bundles of 4 cords (with 2 short and 2 long) each. 
Using the gauge, leave a 4 in. (1 0 cm) space on each bundle of 
cords. Then, make 1 0 Square Knots using the 2 short cords as 
filler cords. 
(See "Square Knots" in the instructions.) 

@) Leave a space of 1 in. (2.5 cm), then make 3 Square Knots. 
Then, for® and@, repeat what you did in©. 

(z) To make Alternating Square Knots, divide the cords in 4 (making 
bundles of 4). Use the gauge to leave a 5 in. (13 cm) space and 
make 2 Square Knots. 
(See "Alternating Square Knots" in the instructions.) 

Throughout, make sure it creates 
a tube-shaped net, as in illustration 
(b) on the right. 

@ To make Alternating Square Knots, divide 
the cords in 4 (making bundles of 4). 
Use the gauge to leave a 4 in. (10 cm) space 
and make 2 Square Knots. 

Throughout, make sure it creates 
a tube-shaped net, as in illustration 
(b) on the right. 

® With a 40 in. (1 m) tightening cord, make a 2 in. (5 cm) Wrapped 
Knot 3 in. (7.6 cm) below the knot you made in@. 
Cut the remaining cords to the desired length. 
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Step 5: Leave a 3” space and then make 12 spiral knots. Spiral 
knots are made by repeating step 1 of the Square Knot instructions 
as step 2.  
Step 7: Leave a 2” space then make 3 Square Knots. 
Step 8: Leave a 1” space then make 2 Square Knots  
Step 9: Leave a 4” space then make 2 Alternating knots 

Step 10: Leave a 4” space then make 2 square knots with the original 
4 cords.  
Step 11: Make 2” wrapped knot 2” below the last Square Knot made

Filler Cords
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Achieve 
this look...

Macramé Plant Hanger Gauge
(Art. No 8630)

Place gauge 
where you 
want to create 
space. 

Knots will be 
evenly spaced 
with gauge, 
resulting in 
a beautiful 
finish. 


